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Abstract 

One of the main goals in the operation of a cupola hmace 
is to keep the molten iron properties within prescribed 
b u n d s  while maintaining the most economical operation 
for the cupola. In this paper we present a procedure to 
obtain the nominal values for the manipulated process 
variables. The nominal values are calculated by solving a 
constrained nonlinear programming optimization problem. 
Two different optimization problems are discussed and 
examples for using the procedure are presented. 

1 introduction 

The cupola fimace is one of the primary foundry 
processes used to melt iron. A cupola is usually 
constructed as a watercooled vertical cylinder. The 
cupola is charged at the top with fuel (usualIy coke) and 
metal (pig iron, scrap metal, cast iron scrap, foundry return 
scrap, and ferro-alloys). Air is injected into the cupola 
through tuyeres located near  the bottom of the fkrnace, 
above the molten iron. The blast air is often heated and 
enriched with oxygen. As the coke is consumed the charge 
drops and melts, producing a continuous flow of molten 
iron (large cupolas may produce up to 100 tondhour of 
hot iron). Key operational goals in cupola operation are to 
keep the iron properties within a prescribed range and, in 
some cases, to maintain a desired production rate. These 
goals should be accomplished while running the hmace at 
the most economical state. The state of the hmace is 
determined by the process variables, notably the blast 
properties (rate, temperature, and oxygen enrichment) and 
the charge composition (including coke-to-metal ratio, 
iron-to-steel ratio, and alloys). 

Although the cupola remains the primary method for 
melting iron, especially for high-volume production, 
beginning in the 1950’s various pressures led to a general 
decline in the domestic foundry industry. Recently the 

foundry industry has begun to regain its position in the 
world market. One thrust has been on improved 
understanding of the cupola process via a modeling effort 
[ 11. Another thrust has been on improved operation of the 
cupola through automatic control technology [2-71. In 
figure I ,  we show a hierarchical structure of an integral 
cupola controller as perceived by the authors [2,7]. On the 
inner levels we see the implementation details and the 
control strategies which have been discussed elsewhere 
[7]. On the outermost level we see the intelligent planner 
and economic optimizer. The purpose of the controller at 
this level is to decide the optimal operating conditions for 
the cupola that the lower level controllers should try to 
maintain 

Figure 1: Schematic Diagram for the Cupola Controllcr 

In this paper we present an optimization procedure 
that could be used to select the nominal operating points 
for some of the cupola process variables, namely blast 
temperature (BT), blast rate (BR), Oxygen enrichment 
(02)  and coke to metal ratio (CMR). The suggesred 
optimization procedure goes as follows: 
1- Decide on an economic goal to be achieved such as 

mimiz ing  profit or minimizing cost. 
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2- Determine the operational constraints and 
requirements such as the possible and required ranges 
of the manipulated variables and output paranieters. 

3- Determine a mathematical input-output relation. 
4- Formulate and solve, if possible, a constrained 

nonlinear optimization problem. 

2 Economic Goals 

In the operation of any industrial plant certain 
objectives have to be satisfied. In most of the plants 
that objective is increasing the profit. This is achieved 
partially by reducing the cost of operation of the plant. 
The net profit, however, depends on maximizing the 
profit of each unit plus increasing the number of units 
produced up to the limit that the market will bear The 
cupola furnace is no exception. The reduction of the 
cost of the ton of metal produced might be 
advantageous, but it might not always yield the 
maximum profit because the minimum cost per ton can 
correspond to operating the furnace at a less than 
optimal melt rate. On the other hand, there are 
situations under which the cupola production IS limited 
by the molding line speed. Thus, the melt rate is 
merely a constant determined by the molding speed. In 
this case, the optimization problem could be cast into 
the problem of reducing the cost per ton of the 
produced metal. 
The objective function for the first case is 

Max ( J  = MR. SP - CPH) 
( 1 )  

where, SP is the selling price per ton and CPH 1s cost 
per hour of cupola operation. CPH is calculated from; 

CPH = CPHM + CPHC+CPHO+CPHB+CPHH+OC 

CPHM = MR. Metatcost 

CPHC = MR. CMR . CokeCos~ 

CPHO = 02. (BR+02. BR) . Oxygencost 

CPHB = BR . BIasvlirCost 

CPHT = BR . BlastA irHenringCost 

where, CPHM, CPHC, CPHO, CPHB, CPHH are the 
cost per hour for metal, coke, oxygen, blast, and blast 
heating and OC is a constant that represents other 
operational costs that we do not consider in details here 
For the second case, the MR is constant and hence the 
optimization goal is: 

( 2 )  

Min ( J  = CPT) 
( 3 )  

where CPT is the cost per ton = CPWMR 

3 Operational Constraints 

These constraints are imposed by physical limitations and 
desired properties of the molten iron. The physical 
limitations on the considered manjpulated process 
variables could be written as: 

BR,,, 5 BR I BR,, 
BT,,, I BT I BT,, 
CMR,,, I CMR 2 CMR,, 
0 I 0 2  I 0 2 , ,  

(4) 
Similarly, the limitations on output parameters could be 
written as: 

UTmln I MT I MT,, 
MR,,, I MR I MR,, 

%Si,,, I %Si 5 %Si,, 
%C,,” I %C I %C,, 

OGT I OGT,, 

4 input-Output Cupola Model 

The cupola is a very complex system.. Accurate 
modeling of the process requires carehl consideration of 
chemical and physical principles. The American 
Foundryman’s Society (AFS) have developed the most 
comprehensive model available to date [3]. The model 
could be used to estimate the steady state output 
parameters of the molten iron and other cupola parameters 
such as off-gas temperature and composition for a given 
set of input conditions. The model estimates the output 
parameters by solving a set of nonlinear partial differential 
and algebrais equations which makes it slow. Thus, an 
ANN model was developed in conjunction with the 
project. Ttus model allows fast generation of approximate 
input-output relations for a specific cupola. 
In  this paper we have focused our attention on a small 
subset of input-output parameters. However, the 
procedure could be easily used to include any other cupola 
parameters that are of interest. The input parameten that 
we consider are: BT, BR, 0 2  and CMR. The output 
parameters that we consider are: metal temperature 0, 
melt rate (MR), Carbon percentage (“/.C), Silicon 
percentage (o/osi), and Off Gas Temperature (OGT). We 
stand by running the AFS model to generate a set of 



input-output pairs that a v e r  the operational range of 
interest for a specific cupola [3, 5).  A regression analysis 
\has then performed to determine the input-output relation 
within that region of interest. The input-output relation 
was dctcrmined to be as follows: 

A4T = 7.75 BR + 0.31 BT + 1122 0 2  + 13.85 + 1151 

MR= 1.4s BR + 10.6 0 2  -0.1.5 CMR + 1.06 

%C=-O.O36 BR + 0.73 0 2  + 0.07 CMR + 2.89 
Y&i=0.02 BI? + 0.32 0 2  + 1.14 

OGT=20.9 BR -0.03 BT-226.7 02+4.95CMR+IO.S3 

(6)  
5 Formulation of Optimization Problem 

Melting Capacity Limits Production 
The optimization problem is formulated as the 
maximization of the objective fknction (I) subject to 
the constraints (4) and (5 ) .  The constraints ( 5 )  are 
rewritten in terms of the manipulated process variables 
by utilizing the input-output equations (6). 
Molding Line Capacity Limits Production 
In this case the optimization problem is formulated as 
the minimization of the objective hnction (3) subject to 
the constraints (4) and ( 5 ) .  We will again use equations 
( 6 )  to rewrite the constrains (5).  Moreover, the MR 
constrain becomes an equality constraint with the 
minimum and maximum being equal to the capacity of 
the molding line 

6 Examples 

In this section we demonstrate the application of the 
suggested optimization problems described above. The 
values used for the nominal cost of different materials 
and the constraint values are presented in Table 1 and 
Table 2, respectively 

1 Parameter I Value I 
MetalCost I ($/Ton) 150 
CokeCost I ($/Ton) 150 

Oxygencost ($/SCF) 5e-3 
BlastCost ($/SCF) Ie-4 

Table 1: Cost Values 

I Parameter I Min I Max I 
BR (m3/s) 1 1.7 I 2.2 

BT(CI I 300 1 550 

I MR I 2.0 I I 

%Si 1.0 1.5 
O G T ( C )  0 100 

Table 2: Constraints Values 

First, we consider the optimization problem in which 
the melting capacity limits production. Solution of the 
optimization problem was performed using Matlab 
optimization toolbox [SI. The optimization procedure, 
was repeated for the oxygen cost shown in Table 1 
increased by different percentages while keeping all 
other costs fixed. The obtained optimal nominal values 
for the manipulated variables are shown in Table 3. 

Table 3: Optimal Parameters for Cupola Operation 
as a function of 0 2  cost increase 

The optimal value for the oxygen enrichment is fixed 
over a large range of values, but starts decreasing 
rapidly as the cost increases beyond a certain limit. 
Next, we turn our attention to the second optimization 
problem in which the speed of the molding line 
determines the melt rate. The optimization problem is 
solved for different values of desired melt rate. The 
values of the optimal values of the manipulated 
variables are shown in Table 4 and shows a trade off 
between injecting more blast or increasing the 
enrichment of oxygen in the blast. 

lp%q-+pj 
M T ( C )  1400 1800 



Table 4: Optimal Parameters for Cupola Operation 
as a Function of the Desired Melt rate 

MR 

Figure 2: Optimal Nominal Values of  Process Variabics 
as a Function of  dcsircd Melt Rate 

7 Conclusion 

A high level controller for a cupola iron hmace is 
responsible for determining the nominal operating points 
for the cupola. One of the major fictors in determining 
that operating point is economy of operation. In this paper 
w e  presented a procedure to obtain the nominal values for 
the manipulated process variables of a cupola iron furnace. 
The nominal values were calculated by solving a 
constrained nonlinear programming optimization problem. 
Two different Optimization problems were discussed and 
examples for using the procedure were presented. 
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